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SHORT COMMUNICATION

See *Nuytsia* 31: 1–7 (2020).

p. 3. The orange bars in Figure 2 have been repositioned to correctly show the proportion of names published in *Nuytsia* (1970–2019).

Figure 2. The number of Western Australian native vascular plant species according to the decade the current name was published. The proportion of names published in *Nuytsia* (1970–2019) are indicated by the orange bar, while the number of new combinations (regardless of publication outlet) are indicated by the grey line. Note that the past three decades have been the most prolific in terms of species discovery and description and, while there has been an overall decline in the number of species published since the 1990s, the outputs from *Nuytsia* have remained fairly consistent.
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Western Australia is environmentally and ecologically diverse with a rich and evolutionarily remarkable flora that is not only of immense scientific interest, but a source of wonder and inspiration. More than 12,800 vascular plant species are recorded for the State (Western Australian Herbarium 1998–), significant numbers of which are endemic, especially in the biodiverse South-West Province (Beard et al. 2000; Hopper & Gioia 2004). This exceptional diversity creates a significant challenge with respect to documenting all of the species that occur in Western Australia, including where they grow, when they flower and fruit, and their rarity—a challenge that is exacerbated by a range of factors including the State’s extensive spatial scale, the regular discovery of novel species (many of which are naturally or anthropogenically rare or otherwise of conservation significance), herbarium collection gaps (including the relative dearth of historic type material), and the relatively small number of taxonomists working on the flora compared to the magnitude of the task (Wege et al. 2015; Weaver 2017; Decadal Plan Working Group 2018). Nonetheless, enormous taxonomic progress has been made during the past 50 years, in part due to the Western Australian Herbarium’s establishment of the peer-reviewed journal *Nuytsia*.

*Nuytsia* was launched on 10 December 1970 in response to a pressing need to regularly communicate the large volume of taxonomic and systematic information being produced by staff and associates of the Herbarium. Named after *Nuytsia floribunda* (Labill.) R.Br. ex G.Don (Loranthaceae) (Figure 1), a spectacular arborescent root hemiparasite endemic to south-western Australia and of cultural significance to Noongar Aborigines (Hopper 2010), the journal quickly developed into the quintessential publication outlet for an extensive array of information relevant to Western Australia’s flora and its botanical collections. Since its inception, research activity has not abated, with *Nuytsia* continuing to publish baseline taxonomic information to inform research and conservation efforts across the State and beyond. This year, to mark the journal’s golden anniversary, 50 new Western Australian species from 50 genera will be published on separate days throughout the year, each with corresponding social media. This novel approach was inspired by a previous strategic initiative to name and describe rare, threatened or poorly known taxa (Wege et al. 2007, 2015), made possible by our adoption of an electronic publication model following the changes to the *International Code of Nomenclature* that came into effect on 1 January 2012 (McNeill et al. 2012), and realised through the concerted efforts of a small team of Herbarium researchers keen to pay homage to the achievements of the journal and its contributors.
Figure 1. Western Australia’s iconic Christmas Tree, *Nuytsia floribunda* (Labill.) R.Br. ex G.Don (Loranthaceae). Photograph by K.A. Shepherd.
Since the inaugural paper revising select genera in Rutaceae was published by Wilson (1970), a broad array of scientists, collections staff and associated personnel have added to the growing body of information on Western Australia’s flora by writing, reviewing and editing *Nuytsia* manuscripts and curating the associated specimens, achieving a cumulative output that was unimaginable when the journal was founded. Over this time, the number of native vascular plants recorded for Western Australia has risen from 5,802 (Beard 1969) to 10,445 species (Figure 2; or 11,575 taxa as of 31 December 2019), with the names of approximately one-fifth of currently accepted taxa formalised in *Nuytsia*, more than any other publication. *Nuytsia* has also contributed to the globally significant rate of species discovery and description that has recently been highlighted for Australia: for the decade 2006–2015, 1,648 new Australian species were described (31% in *Nuytsia*), placing Australia as one of the top three countries (alongside Brazil and China) for formally naming new plant species (RBG Kew 2016).

The high rate of species discovery and description evident in Western Australia over the past 30 years (Figure 2) has occurred in concert with government-funded floristic surveys at the regional, sub-regional and local scales (e.g. Gibson *et al.* 2007; Keighery *et al.* 2007; McKenzie *et al.* 2009; Markey *et al.* 2012) and surveys by the industry, university and community sectors. These surveys, together with targeted and opportunistic collections by local, national and international taxonomists and systematists, have resulted in significantly more herbarium specimens from a broader range of localities becoming available for study (Figure 3). Improved taxonomic knowledge has in turn driven a marked increase in the number of taxa listed under Conservation Codes for Western Australian Flora (Figure 4)—almost one-third (n. 3,699) of the State’s native vascular plant taxa are now conservation-listed, of which 1168 were named in *Nuytsia* (Western Australian Herbarium 1998–; Smith & Jones 2018). Many additional taxa have undergone revised conservation assessments as part of contemporary editorial processes that evaluate all treated taxa against jurisdictional conservation standards (Coates & Atkins 2001; Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions 2019) to ensure that conservation listings and associated data are up-to-date at the time of publication.
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Despite 50 years of collective taxonomic effort and downstream conservation benefits, we remain faced with enormous challenges that are heightened by the escalating impacts of a broad range of threatening processes. A substantial taxonomic backlog of 1,194 undescribed (informally-named) vascular plant taxa remain recognised on Western Australia’s vascular plant census (Western Australian Herbarium 1998–), a number that has not significantly decreased in the past 15 years despite sustained taxonomic research (Figure 5). Furthermore, while targeted efforts to reduce the number of undescribed Threatened (Critically Endangered, Endangered or Vulnerable) taxa have been successful (decreasing from 50 in 1999 to 21 in 2019, although with a total of 108 Threatened taxa newly named during this period), the total number of undescribed, conservation-listed taxa has increased from 485 to 584 (Figure 4). This largely reflects the high rate of species discovery in Western Australia, and the fact that newly discovered taxa are more likely to be uncommon and ‘Data Deficient’ (Priority One to Priority Three under Conservation Codes for Western Australian Flora) (Wege et al. 2015).

Resolving the taxonomy of undescribed taxa, and indeed the discovery of new taxa, is often hampered by the absence of an overarching Flora of Western Australia with up-to-date descriptive, distributional and ecological data for known species, and associated identification guides. Moreover, as many putatively new taxa are poorly known and represented by few herbarium specimens, additional collections are often required to inform taxonomic decision-making or serve as type material. It is therefore disquieting that markedly fewer specimens have been added to the State collection for the decade 2010–2019 as compared with the preceding five decades (Figure 3). This pattern, which is expected to remain largely unchanged even once collection backlogs are processed, is consistent with a world-wide trend (Decadal Plan Working Group 2018) and could have flow-on effects. There is a risk that undescribed species—or some of the many formally described but ‘Data Deficient’ taxa (Figure 4)—will go extinct before they are adequately described or their conservation status determined, which may be the case for a new native grass species to be described in Nuytsia later this year. But, as this anniversary edition of Nuytsia demonstrates, significant biodiversity conservation outcomes can be
achieved through teamwork, targeted collecting efforts, and the support of local conservation personnel, industry consultants and citizen scientists.

We have drawn on existing and burgeoning taxonomic expertise at the Western Australian Herbarium to produce this anniversary edition, with staff forming new collaborations with one another, or with Herbarium Associates or botanists based elsewhere in Australia. The 50 included species are found in a range of habitats—from the Kimberley to the south coast, including the Perth region and some of the State’s most iconic National Parks—and are mostly vascular plants, although two species of algae and one slime mould have been included to highlight ongoing research on these groups. Twenty-two species were first collected or otherwise brought to light within the past two decades, in many cases through surveys of mineral leases or the opportunistic collections of keen-eyed botanists and citizen scientists. Conversely, 17 species were first collected more than 50 years ago but have remained undocumented, in some cases due to the need for additional collections and data that have only recently been obtained.

Most importantly, by adopting the prioritisation methodology outlined by Wege et al. (2015), the taxonomy of 42 conservation-listed species will be resolved. Among them are four Threatened and 21 Priority One species, some of which are known only from a single herbarium gathering or population, or fewer than 50 individuals. Giving scientific names to these species and providing descriptions to aid their identification is a critical step that is likely to stimulate surveys and herbarium vouchering, and lead to positive conservation outcomes such as the discovery of new populations.

Figure 4. A comparison of the number of taxa in each of Western Australia’s conservation categories in 1999 (blue bars) and 2019 (orange bars), with the proportion of undescribed (informally-named) taxa indicated in black. X = Extinct, T = Threatened (Critically Endangered, Endangered or Vulnerable), P4 = Priority Four (equivalent to IUCN (2012): ‘Near Threatened’), P1–P3 = Priority One–Three (equivalent to IUCN (2012): ‘Data Deficient’). The number of taxa in each category (except for Extinct) has increased over the past two decades, largely due to improved taxonomic knowledge. Almost a third (n. 3,699) of the State’s native vascular plant taxa are now conservation-listed (Western Australian Herbarium 1998–), up from 2,340 in 1999 (Atkins 1999), presenting an enormous conservation challenge. While the number of undescribed taxa in the Threatened and Priority Four categories has decreased, partly as a result of strategic efforts (Wege et al. 2015), the number of undescribed ‘Data Deficient’ taxa has increased from 409 to 584, largely reflecting high rates of species discovery.
The bold agenda for documenting Australia’s biodiversity proposed by the Decadal Plan Working Group (2018), which includes the description of all vascular plant taxa by 2028, remains a challenging proposition amid the concomitant need to build a digital Flora of Western Australia. While advances in genomics and bioinformatics will continue to provide increasing amounts of novel data to inform species discovery and taxonomic decision making, *Nuytsia* will remain at the vanguard of conservation efforts in Western Australia for the foreseeable future, advancing knowledge of the State’s flora—in the case of this 50-year anniversary edition, by describing one species at a time.
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